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a b s t r a c t 

We formulate the task of density based clustering as energy minimization, using both binary/pairwise 

energy term and unary/data energy term (the latter was largely ignored in previous clustering methods). 

Binary energy is defined in terms of inhomogeneity in local point density. While most previous methods 

use binary/pairwise energy only, the unary/data energy can represent the natural tendency of a given 

point belonging to a given cluster, which is also crucial for the clustering. Since our energy is expressed 

as the sum of a unary (data) term and a binary (pairwise or smoothness) term, we can thus make a 

perfect analogy with the energy model used in vision and borrow everything (such as the optimization 

algorithms) from vision field to clustering under this mapping. This correspondence provides an entirely 

new view point in handling the clustering problem, and in fact many mature methods and algorithms 

are already provided in the vision field and can be adopted by the clustering field readily. During our 

energy optimization, a sequence of energy minima are found to recursively partition the points, and thus 

find a hierarchical embedding of clusters that are increasingly homogeneous in density. Disjoint clusters 

with the same density are identified separately. Our clustering method is totally unsupervised (which is 

superior to most existing methods, as those listed below). It does not need any user input parameters 

(say number of segments, any bandwidth parameter, cutoff distance/scale, etc.), except one can specify 

the homogeneity criterion — the degree of acceptable fluctuation in density within a cluster (which is 

target-related), or let it be specified automatically in a hierarchical way. We conduct experiments on both 

synthetic datasets and real-image tasks. Experimental results on synthetic datasets show that our method 

is able to handle clusters of different shapes, sizes and densities. We present the performance of our 

approach using the commonly used energy optimization algorithms from vision such as ICM, LBP, Graph- 

cut, Mean field theory algorithm, as well as the integer programming algorithm. We also contrast our 

performance with several other commonly used clustering algorithms, such as k -means, fussy c -means, 

DBSCAN, as well as a recent state-of-the-art clustering method as reported in [40]. Our experiments on 

real-image tasks further validate the performance of the method. In addition, we show that the family 

of commonly used spectral, graph clustering algorithms (such as Normalized-cut) uses only the binary 

energy term while ignoring the unary energy term; therefore, their energy model is incomplete compared 

with ours. 

© 2018 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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. Introduction 

This paper presents an approach to detection of clusters char-

cterized by homogeneity of density inside and a discontinuity

f density across border. We define an energy function that cap-

ures density variation and minimize it to find the clusters of the

ata points. This is in contrast with many methods summarized

n literature [1–4] , as well as the more recent ones in [40–49] .

he recent literature [1] classifies clustering algorithms into tra-
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itional and modern ones. They divide the traditional algorithms

nto the following 9 classes, based on: (1) partition (2) hierar-

hy (3) fuzzy theory (4) distribution (5) density (6) graph theory

7) grid (8) fractal theory (9) model. They divide the modern clus-

ering methods into the following 10 classes, based on: (1) kernel

2) ensemble (3) swarm intelligence (4) quantum theory (5) spec-

ral graph theory (6) affinity propagation (7) density and distance

8) spatial data (9) data stream (10) large-scale data. For exam-

le, the popular k -means method [20] is based on partition, mean-

hift method [21] and DBCSAN [25] are based on density, and the

ormalized-cut method [22] is based on spectral graph theory. 

Our approach applies ideas from the analysis of particle in-

eractions done in statistical physics to associate an energy func-
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Fig. 1. An example to illustrate that two distant points may belong to the same 

cluster while two closer points may not. 
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tion with the network of data points, and perform graphical model

energy optimization using Ising model [23] from physics. Desired

clusters are then obtained corresponding to energy minima. En-

ergy is defined as consisting of a unary/data energy term and an-

other, binary/smoothness term capturing interactions among data

points. Previous work [5–10] has also considered using concepts

from statistical physics for the clustering problem, but they did so

only partially. For example, Rose et al. [5] , uses energy but defines

it heuristically (e.g., based on square distance between points), in-

stead of following the Ising model; in [6] , the energy function does

not contain the unary term, which led the authors to conclude that

the energy function is symmetric in the global permutation of all

labels. However, as we will discuss later, every data point has its

natural tendency to belong to a certain cluster; for example, a data

point located in a high density area is more likely to belong to the

cluster with higher density and vice versa. With the inclusion of

the unary energy term, we can quantify this natural tendency au-

tomatically. 

A key issue our method accounts for when applying the energy

optimization scheme to clustering problem is that we do not know

the number of clusters in advance. In addition, we avoid defining

clustering affinity among the data points based on their mutual

distances, since being closer does not guarantee more likely be-

longing to the same cluster ( Fig. 1 ). 

1.1. The contributions 

The contributions of this work as well as the essential differ-

ence with the previous “energy based” clustering schemes are as

follows: 

1. We more completely map the energy model of statistical

physics onto clustering problem; especially, we emphasize the

importance of the unary energy term in clustering. Therefore,

our method can be totally unsupervised; which is not true for

most previous methods where some key input parameters are

needed, such as the number of segments, the bandwidth pa-

rameters, cutoff distance/scale, etc. 

In our work, we do not just introduce or emphasize the unary

term in clustering, but more importantly we put the unary and

binary energy terms in the principled way defined by statis-

tical physics, not in some heuristic way. Therefore our entire

scheme is systematic and principled, which also corresponds

to the energy formulation used in computer vision immedi-

ately, and hence opens the doors for borrowing the mature con-

cepts/algorithms/solutions in computer vision for the clustering

problem as stated below. 
2. Since our energy model consists of a unary (data) term and a

binary (pairwise or smoothness) term, we can thus make a per-

fect analogy with the energy model used in vision and borrow

the concepts, ideas, and schemes (such as the optimization al-

gorithms) from vision field to clustering under this mapping.

This correspondence was largely ignored in the clustering field

and hence this mapping provides an entirely new view point

for handling the clustering problem. 

3. We propose a data point local density estimation method which

can account for the datasets with arbitrary shapes and topolo-

gies (such as with holes inside). 

4. We point out that the spectral clustering methods (such as

Normalized-cut [22] ) use only the binary/pairwise energy term

while leaving out the unary/data energy term; therefore, their

energy model is incomplete compared with ours. 

.2. The organization 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 , we

resent our method, including determination of the point local

ensity and its homogeneity, and the energy function with its

nary and binary terms. In Section 3 , we show that the en-

rgy model considered in the graph spectral clustering method

such as Normalized-cut) is incomplete compared with ours.

ection 4 presents the experimental results we obtain on both syn-

hetic datasets and real-image tasks, as well as the comparison

ith other related methods. Finally we conclude in Section 5 . 

. Energy optimization based clustering 

We draw an analogy with the image segmentation problem to

ormulate the energy based objective function. In image segmen-

ation, the property of each node (image pixel or superpixel) that

istinguishes it from other nodes (pixels) is the pixel intensity, and

he adjacent pixels with similar intensities are more likely to be-

ong to the same segment of the image. Analogously, in clustering

roblem, the property of each node (data point) that distinguishes

t from other nodes is the point local density, and the adjacent data

oints with similar local densities are more likely to belong to the

ame cluster. The energy formulation for image segmentation may

hen be directly mapped onto the clustering problem. 

Recall that in the image segmentation case, a graphical model

24] is built treating each image pixel (or superpixel) as a node

 i in the graph. We aim to assign each node v i with a segment

abel x i . The energy objective (1) defined on this graphical model

ypically consists of a unary (data) term and a binary (smoothness)

erm , representing the nodeâs local information (compatibility with

abeling) and the nodes interaction information (compatibility of

abels at a pair of neighboring nodes). N denotes the neighborhood

et in (1) . 

 = 

∑ 

i 

E data 
i (x i ) + 

∑ 

(i, j) ∈ N 
E smoothness 

i j (x i , x j ) (1)

Analogously, for the clustering problem we define a graphical

odel on the point set, where each node (data point) is connected

ith its (suitably defined) neighbors in the graph (see Section 2.1 ).

he energy objective can be formulated in the same manner as in

he image segmentation case, using data and smoothness terms. 

We will first consider the case of binary labeling. This is be-

ause doing so will simplify analysis without loss of generality,

ince the multi-label problem can be solved via a sequence of bi-

ary labeling problems. For example, for multi-region image seg-

entation, we can recursively split the image (and some of its

ub-images) into two groups of segments, when necessary; simi-

arly, for clustering problem, we can recursively split the point set

and some of its sub-sets) into two parts, if needed. In the binary
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abeling case, let us denote the labels as x i ∈ {−1 , 1 } for node v i .

hen, based on the principles of statistical physics, the energy can

e written in the following form. 

 = 

∑ 

i 

θi x i −
∑ 

(i, j) ∈ N 
w i j x i x j (2) 

here θ i is the unary parameter and w ij is the binary edge weight.

This formulation is the well-known Ising model [23] in statis-

ical physics, which studies a system of large number of interact-

ng particles that is conceptually similar with our problem. Also,

t is straightforward to show that the commonly used Potts model

28] : 
∑ 

i, j) ∈ N 
E smoothness 

i j (x i , x j ) = P ot t s (x ) 

= 

∑ 

(i, j) ∈ N 
I(x i � = x j ) w i j 

= 

1 

2 

(−
∑ 

(i, j) ∈ N 
w i j x i x j + 

∑ 

(i, j) ∈ N 
w i j ) (3) 

or the smoothness term in computer vision problem can be con-

erted into the Ising model form (2) (possibly up to a scaling and

 constant), where I ( · ) is the indicator function with value 1 when

ts statement true and value 0 when its statement false. In addi-

ion, the unary parameter θ i in the data term in (2) can be ex-

ressed as follows (consider E data 
i 

(x i ) = θi x i ). 

i = 

1 

2 

(E data 
i (x i = 1) − E data 

i (x i = −1)) (4)

his is the unary energy difference for labeling the node v i with

 1 versus −1. 

.1. Determination of local density 

The local density around each point in the data set is the key

actor in forming the clusters [25,26] . Therefore, determining the

oint local density becomes the key issue in the clustering pro-

ess. The first question we encounter is what is a good notion

f neighborhood . There have been various definitions of neighbor-

ood in the literature, including the fixed scale/radius around the

iven point, the k-nearest neighborhood (k-NN), the minimal span-

ing tree based neighborhood, etc. Among all those definitions, one

articular natural and meaningful notion is the Delaunay neighbor-

ood , obtained using the Delaunay triangulation [29] of the point

et. Neighboring points are the ones connected by the triangula-

ion, and the number of these neighbors can vary from point to

oint. As pointed out by Ahuja [27] , a crucial difference between

he Delaunay and most traditional definitions of neighborhood is

hat the former makes use of the Euclidean plane and reflects local

tructure, while most traditional definitions above determine the

eighborhood directly in terms of inter-point distances. It is also

ointed out in [27] that, compared with the fixed scale neighbor-

ood, the advantages of the Delaunay neighborhood would include

eing sensitive to variations in the local densities and other prop-

rties of local point distributions; and compared with k-nearest

eighborhood, the advantages would include the number of neigh-

ors can vary from point to point, as well as neighbors being sym-

etric (k-NN neighbors may not be symmetric). 

It should be noted that the Delaunay neighbors are not nec-

ssarily the nearest neighbors, e.g., a point at the boundary of a

luster can connect with far away points, in which case the re-

ulting local density computed based on the Delaunay neighbors

an be very inaccurate or even meaningless. Hence we do not di-

ectly rely on the Delaunay neighborhood determined at a given

oint to compute the local density; instead, we still consider the

-nearest neighborhood but with a varying k , which is naturally
etermined by the number of Delaunay neighbors found at each

oint (or some value proportional to it). In the region where the

oints are distributed uniformly, the Delaunay neighbors would

ypically coincide with the k-nearest neighbors. In such manner

he proper choice of k at each point can be determined automati-

ally. 

Given the proper value of k and k-NN around each point, we

ompute the distance between each neighbor in the k-NN region

o the central point, and take the median distance among them as

he characteristic distance ( d c ) for the central point (see (5) ). We

ssume the local density is inversely proportional to this charac-

eristic distance (specifically, to the nth -order of the characteristic

istance in n -dimensional space; see Fig. 2 for examples): 

 c (v i ) = med ian (d (v i , v j ) : v j ∈ kN N (v i )) (5)

(v i ) ∝ 

1 

d c (v i ) 
, (6) 

here d ( v i , v j ) is the spatial distance between the point v i and v j ,

NN ( v i ) is the k-nearest neighborhood of point v i , d c ( v i ) is the char-

cteristic distance of point v i , and ρ( v i ) is the local density at point

 i . Given the local density ρ( v i ) at each point, we can then treat

his feature in the same way as the pixel intensity in the image

egmentation case, and analogously compute the data (unary) and

moothness (binary) energy terms. 

.2. Data (unary) term 

Given the local density ρ( v i ) at every point v i in the data set,

e can simply find the maximal local density ρmax and minimal

ocal density ρmin . In the binary labeling case, we want to clus-

er all the points into two clusters; one is relatively dense and the

ther relatively sparse, and each one of them can be similarly fur-

her divided into two, if needed. Hence, for any given point v i , the

loser its local density ρ( v i ) to ρmax , the more likely (i.e. lower

ata energy) it belongs to the dense cluster, and vice versa. If we

ssign the dense cluster the label + 1 and sparse cluster the label

1, we compute the data (unary) energy for each point v i as fol-

ows: 

E data 
i (x i = 1) = 

ρmax − ρ(v i ) 
ρmax − ρmin 

− 1 / 2 

 

data 
i (x i = −1) = 

ρ(v i ) − ρmin 

ρmax − ρmin 

− 1 / 2 . (7) 

herefore, the unary parameter θ i can be obtained as in (4) (we

dd −1 / 2 in (7) to let E data 
i 

(x i = 1) = −E data 
i 

(x i = −1) and it has

o impact on computing θ i ). In fact, a large positive θ i means the

nary energy for labeling the node v i with label + 1 is much higher

han that with label −1, or the likelihood of node v i belonging to

he dense cluster (label + 1) is much lower than that of belong-

ng to the sparse cluster (label −1), so the node tends to be la-

eled with x i = −1 . Therefore, with this labeling, the unary energy

 

data 
i 

(x i ) = θi x i is negative (and large positive for x i = 1 ), as would

e desired. 

.3. Smoothness (binary) term 

In image segmentation, the edge weight w ij between the node

 i and v j (representing image pixels or superpixels) is computed in

erms of the intensity contrast between the two nodes: 

 i j = exp(− (I(v i ) − I(v j )) 2 

2 σ 2 
) (8) 

hat is, larger the intensity difference, weaker the edge connec-

ion. In the exactly same way, we can compute the edge weight
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Fig. 2. Computed point local density for various datasets. 
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between two neighboring nodes in the clustering case, in terms of

the local density contrast between the nodes: 

w i j = exp(− (ρ(v i ) − ρ(v j )) 2 

2 σ 2 
ρ

) (9)

Again, the larger the local density difference, the weaker the edge

connection between the two nodes. 

Given the data and smoothness energy terms, the overall en-

ergy objective of the clustering problem can be written by directly

following the Ising model formulation in statistical physics (ref.

(2) ): 

E = 

∑ 

i 

θi x i −
∑ 

(i, j) ∈ N 
w i j x i x j . (10)

The formulation is based on the unary/binary parameters θ i and

w ij as defined above, which in turn are functions of the point local

density ρ( v i ). 

2.4. Connected component analysis 

The clusters obtained so far cannot separate spatially isolated

clusters associated with the similar density value. To identify these

spatially separate clusters, we perform connected component anal-

ysis [30–32] on each obtained cluster and separate any isolated

subgroups of points therein. A key parameter in running the con-

nected component analysis is the distance between two points

considered as “close enough” or “connected”. For this, we use the

characteristic distance d cluster 
c of the current cluster; specifically,

we choose the largest characteristic distance among all the nodes

in the current cluster: 

d cluster 
c = max i { d c (v i ) , v i ∈ current cluster } (11)

2.5. Density homogeneity measure of cluster 

One final question is how to measure the local density homo-

geneity of a cluster, some of which are presented in [33] . In our

case, we use the ratio of local density standard deviation std ( ρ)
nd average density mean ( ρ) for a given cluster as the homoge-

eous criterion h cr : 

 cr = std(ρ) /mean (ρ) (12)

 

The lower the value of h cr , the more homogeneous the cluster.

ince this homogeneity measure is point-based, it can handle the

luster with any shape and topology. In our experiments, e.g., we

ork with clusters of spiral-shape and containing holes. 

.6. The overall methodology 

To summarize, the main steps in our hierarchical energy opti-

ization based clustering are as follows (also see Table 1 ). 

1. We first compute the local density at each point. (a) Using

the number of Delaunay neighbors to determine the value of

k (in k-NN algorithm) at each data point; (b) Using Eqs. (5) and

(6) to compute the characteristic distance and the local density

at each data point, respectively. 

2. Based on the local density values, we use Eq. (12) to measure

the density homogeneity of the data set or the given cluster. 

3. We apply the energy based clustering algorithm, if the local

density is not sufficiently homogeneous, to divide the point

set into two clusters, one dense and one relatively sparse. (a)

Based on the local density value at each data point, obtain-

ing the maximal local density and the minimal local density

for the given data set; (b) Using Eqs. (4) and (7) to compute

the unary energy term for the objective energy function; (c)

Using Eq. (9) to compute the edge weights and hence the bi-

nary energy term for the objective energy function; (d) Using

Eq. (10) to compute the overall energy function for optimiza-

tion. 

4. We apply the connected component analysis on the current

point set, if the local density across the current point set is suf-

ficiently homogenous, to separate it into all disconnected clus-

ters if more than one. (a) Using Eq. (11) to obtain the key pa-

rameter for performing connected component analysis. 
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Table 1 

Hierarchical energy optimization based clustering algorithm. 

Algorithm Hierarchical energy optimization based clustering 

Input Data set X (no more tuning parameters needed). 

1: Determine the k value at each data point for the k-NN algorithm, based on the 

number of Delaunay neighbors (or for simplicity set k = 5 or some other constant, experimentally working well in many cases). 

2: Compute the characteristic distance and hence the local density at each data point. 

3: Evaluate the density homogeneity of the data set, based on the local density values 

therein. 

4: Loop until the clusters at hand are all sufficiently homogeneous (and all checked by (or obtained from) connected component analysis). 

5: If the local density is not sufficiently homogeneous across the current data set 

Apply the energy based clustering algorithm to bi-partition the current data set or cluster. 

6: Else 

Apply the connected component analysis on the current data set or cluster, to 

divide it into all disconnected clusters if more than one. 

7: End if 

8: Evaluate the density homogeneity of each obtained cluster, based on their local density values therein. 

9: End loop 

Output Clustering C of X. 
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5. We apply the algorithm recursively for each of the obtained

two (or more) clusters. 

6. These recursions continue until the clusters at hand are all suf-

ficiently homogeneous (and all checked by (or obtained from)

connected component analysis). 

Our method is essentially parameter-free. The only parameters

n our algorithm formulation ( Eqs. (4) –(7) and Eqs. (9) –(12) ) that

eed to be determined are the k value in the k-NN algorithm in

q. (5) and the density standard deviation σρ in Eq. (9) . The k

alue can be determined via the number of Delaunay neighbors, or

n practice we notice that in many problems it can be simply set as

 constant value (such as k = 5 ). As for the density standard devi-

tion σρ in Eq. (9) , we can simply set it as σρ = 0 . 1(ρmax − ρmin )

and it works well in most cases. 

. The connections with Graph spectral based clustering 

pproach 

In this section, we relate our algorithm with the graph spectral

ethod [34] because it shares some important characteristics with

ur algorithm. They are both based on the graphical model struc-

ure connecting all the points, and both also consider interaction

mong them via edge weight or adjacency matrix. We show that

he graph spectral method (such as Normalized-cut [22] ) uses only

he binary or smoothness term in the energy model, and ignores

he unary or data term; therefore, their energy model is incom-

lete compared with ours. 

Given a graphical model representation of the problem, the

raph spectral method finds the solution through eigen-analysis

f graph-associated matrices such as the adjacency or Laplacian

atrix [36] . Consider a graphical network G = (V, E) , where V

nd E are the node set and edge set, respectively, with a total of

 nodes. We denote the edge weight matrix of the graph by W ,

here w ii = 0 . Then the degree matrix D of the graph can be de-

ned accordingly, with node degree d satisfying the equation: 

 i = 

∑ 

(i, j) ∈ N 
w i j (13) 

t the diagonal. 

The graph Laplacian matrix L is then defined as in (14) 

 = D − W, (14) 

hich is a positive semidefinite matrix [34,35] . 

Let vector x ∈ {−1 , 1 } n , then the quadratic form of the graph

aplacian is 

 

T Lx = x T (D − W ) x = −
∑ 

i, j,i � = j 
w i j x i x j + 

∑ 

i 

d i (15)
f we ignore the constant term �i d i and note that w i j = 0 for

 i, j ) �∈ N , then the RHS above is the familiar smoothness energy

erm in Ising model (2) . In fact, the formulation in (2) can be re-

ritten as 

 = 

∑ 

i 

θi x i −
∑ 

i, j,i � = j 
w i j x i x j = θ T x + x T Lx −

∑ 

i 

d i , (16)

here L is the graph Laplacian matrix for the problem. Therefore,

he physics based energy minimization problem (2) becomes 

rgmin x,x i ∈{−1 , 1 } θ T x + x T Lx (17) 

n contrast to (17) , the graph spectral algorithms minimize only

he (binary or smoothness) term x T Lx or its variants, and do not

onsider the (unary or data) term θ T x . Below we will illustrate this

oint with a concrete example of the Normalized-cut method. 

A graph G = (V, E) can be partitioned into two disjoint sets A

nd B by simply removing the edges between the two parts. The

ut and association between the node set A and B are defined as 

ut(A, B ) = 

∑ 

i ∈ A, j∈ B 
w i j , assoc(A, V ) = 

∑ 

i ∈ A, j∈ V 
w i j (18)

f we denote the node labels as x i ∈ { 1 , −1 } for bi-partitioning

he graph into the set A and B , and the node degree as d i , the

ormalized-cut formulation can be written as 

cut(x ) = 

∑ 

x i =1 ,x j = −1 −w i j x i x j 
∑ 

x i =1 d i 
+ 

∑ 

x i = −1 ,x j =1 −w i j x i x j 
∑ 

x i = −1 d i 
(19) 

t is clear that the numerator in (19) is closely related with the

inary (smoothness) energy term in (2) . Specifically, it only sums

p the binary terms where the labels for the neighboring nodes

re different, which makes it similar to the Potts model [28] : 

 ot t s (x ) = 

∑ 

x i =1 ,x j = −1 

−w i j x i x j + 

∑ 

x i = −1 ,x j =1 

−w i j x i x j (20)

ince cut(A, B ) = cut(B, A ) , the numerators in (19) are equal to the

alf of the Potts model, making the Normalized-cut formula closely

elated with the Potts model as follows: 

cut(x ) = 

∑ 

x i =1 ,x j = −1 −w i j x i x j 
∑ 

x i =1 d i 
+ 

∑ 

x i = −1 ,x j =1 −w i j x i x j 
∑ 

x i = −1 d i 

= 

1 

2 

( 
1 

α(x ) 
+ 

1 

β(x ) 
) P ot t s (x ) , (21) 

here α(x ) = 

∑ 

x i =1 d i and β(x ) = 

∑ 

x i = −1 d i are functions of the

abeling, but they only consider the edge connections among the

odes (namely, the node degree d i ), while having nothing to do

ith the local unary property at the node (such as the local den-

ity at the node for the clustering case, ref. (7) and (4) ), which
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Fig. 3. Clusters obtained by our method for various types of point sets (each column) with different values of the homogeneity criterion h cr . 
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represents the natural tendency of a node belonging to a certain

label class. Therefore the formulation in (21) is unrelated with the

unary/data energy term as we described in our model. 

Hence, the Normalized-cut formulation includes only the binary

or smoothness term in the energy function, while ignoring the

unary or data term. The performance of Normalized-cut method

will be limited due to the lack of unary term. Section 4.2 provides

the experimental results in support of this observation. 

4. Experiments 

4.1. Experiments on synthetic dataset 

We first evaluate our method on some synthetic datasets. In our

experiment, we evaluate the performance of our clustering method

and compare it with other commonly used and best-performing

methods ( Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 ). Meanwhile, we compare the

performance of various specific energy optimization algorithms

within our scheme ( Sections 4.1.3 ). It should be noted that most

previous methods require some heuristic user input for the cluster-

ing (such as cluster number, distance scale or minimum number of

points to form the cluster etc., as needed in k -means and DBSCAN

methods), our method does not need any of those inputs; hence,

our method is purely unsupervised. 

4.1.1. The experiments on various types of datasets 

In this subsection, we test our clustering algorithm on vari-

ous types of datasets, containing clusters with different shapes and

topologies. The effect of the homogeneity criterion h cr on the clus-

tering is also tested. We compare our algorithm with the most
idely used and best-performing methods in the field (such as k -

eans and DBSCAN), along with a recent state-of-the-art method

40] , and also illustrate our performance on some very challeng-

ng datasets that recent literature [3] notes no method can handle

t well. We use the ICM algorithm [11] for energy optimization in

his experiment. 

From the experimental results shown in Fig. 3 , we can see that

hen the value of homogeneity criterion h cr decreases, the point

et will be divided into more and more clusters, with increasingly

omogeneous densities. For example, for the spiral shape point

et in Fig. 3 , we note that the point density along each spiral

ranch gradually decreases from the center to the outside region.

hen the homogeneity criterion large ( h cr = 0 . 5 or 0.7), each spi-

al branch is separated into a distinct cluster; when the homogene-

ty criterion becomes smaller ( h cr = 0 . 1 or 0.3), the point den-

ity fluctuation along each spiral branch is no longer tolerated, and

ach branch will thus be further split into multiple clusters. 

In Fig. 4 , we have produced a composite dataset containing var-

ous point cloud types appeared above, with a spiral, two dense-

ore point clouds, and some sparse scatter points all over the back-

round. This type of dataset is inspired by Fig. 2 in [3] , demon-

trating the significant variation of the cluster type, shape, den-

ity, size etc. The author in [3] claimed that none of the available

lustering methods can handle this type of dataset well and detect

ll the clusters. Yet we see our clustering method offers a reason-

ble hierarchical clustering of the dataset. Our results show that

hen the homogeneity criterion is large h cr = 1 . 1 (i.e. large local

ensity fluctuation is allowed), all the points are grouped into the

ame cluster. When h cr = 1 . 0 , the three major intuitive clusters,

he spiral and two dense-core point clouds, are clearly separated;
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Fig. 4. Clusters obtained by our method for a composite point set, consisting of multiple types of clusters, with different values of the homogeneity criterion h cr . 

Fig. 5. Clusters obtained for the composite point set of Fig. 4 by k -means and fuzzy c -means methods. 

Fig. 6. Clusters obtained for the composite point set of Fig. 4 by DBSCAN. In the left-most figure, the number of clusters is very large, and therefore some of the clusters 

may not be displayed. 
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Fig. 7. Clusters obtained for the composite point set of Fig. 4 by the clustering method of Rodriguez and Laio [40] , for various cutoff distance d c values. 

Fig. 8. Clusters obtained by Normalized-cut method, for bi-partitioning each point set shown in Fig. 3 . 

Fig. 9. Clustering results for various energy optimization algorithms, and Normalized-cut (N-cut) result is also shown for comparison. 
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and the background scatter points are also (roughly) classified as

one cluster even though they are spread across the space, with

other clusters being “embedded” within. When the homogeneity

criterion h cr is made even smaller, some clusters further break into

multiple clusters according to their density variations; for exam-

ple, the spiral are divided into multiple clusters for each of its two

branches. 

In Fig. 5 , we also compare our results with those obtained by

k -means [20] and fuzzy c -means clustering [37] , where k -means is
n fact one of the most widely used clustering algorithms (using

atlab standard implementation). Both of these methods require

he cluster number as the input, we set it as 10, which is the clus-

er number we obtain for the case h cr = 1 . 0 using our method

 Fig. 4 ). We see that both k -means and fuzzy c-means methods do

ot work well for this case as the spiral and the background scatter

oints are divided into visually non-intuitive clusters. 

In Fig. 6 , we compare our results with DBSCAN [25] (using the

mplementation of Peter Kovesi [38] ). DBSCAN is the most well-
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Fig. 10. Comparison of visual clustering results on the composite point set, by the energy optimization algorithms ICM, Meanfield, LBP and MIQP for homogeneity criterion 

h cr = 1 . 0 . 

Fig. 11. Image segmentation by our method and Shapira [39] . (a) Original image. (b) Our segmentation shown in graylevel. (c) Our segmentation shown in simplified image. 

(d) Shapira [39] ’s segmentation result. (e) Shapira [39] ’s simplified image. 

Fig. 12. Image segmentation by our method and Rodriguez and Laio [40] . (a) Original image. (b–d) The segmentation results of Rodriguez and Laio [40] , in various d c values. 

(e) Our segmentation result. 
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nown density-based clustering algorithm and also most-cited in

cientific literature [1] . DBSCAN requires the input of a distance

hreshold ( scale ) and minimum number of points required to form

 cluster ( minPts ). We compute the minimum distance between

very pair of points in the dataset (in the range [0.0137, 5.8848])

nd test various scale values within the above range. We set

inP ts = 1 so that no point is discarded in clustering. We can see

hat DBSCAN has the ability to differentiate the major clusters

spiral/branch and the dense point clouds), but it is unable to put

he background scatter points (with similar local densities) into
he same (or a few) clusters (they break into too many clusters).

lso, the hierarchical merging of clusters when scale increases is

ot very reasonable either. 

In Fig. 7 , we compare our method with Rodriguez and Laio [40] ,

hich is also considered as the recent state-of-the-art clustering

ethod. For each data point i , the method in [40] computes two

uantities: its local density ρ i and its distance δi from points of

igher density; in addition, it requires a tuning parameter called

utoff distance, d c , for computing the local density. This algorithm

as its basis in the assumptions that cluster centers are surrounded
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Fig. 13. Our segmentation results on Berkeley dataset images, also the comparisons with the method in [40] . Top row in each panel (three-image column of the same 

image): original image. Middle row in each panel: our segmentation result in simplified image. Last row in each panel: the segmentation result obtained by Rodriguez and 

Laio [40] . 
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Fig. 14. Detailed comparisons of our segmentation results with those obtained by Rodriguez and Laio [40] on Berkeley dataset images. For each row, the first image is the 

original image, the next three images are the segmentation results obtained by Rodriguez and Laio [40] with various d c values, and the last image is our segmentation result. 
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y neighbors with lower local density and at a relatively large dis-

ance from any points with a higher local density. Apparently, this

ssumption steps from the usual blob-like clusters, and does not

uit the cases of some special shaped clusters, such as the spi-

al structure as illustrated in our examples. In fact, the method in

40] may have trouble in handling the case shown in Fig. 1 , where

he value of the tuning parameter cutoff distance d c is crucial for

he performance. For example, at point A, a smaller d c and a larger

 c (if it also includes the points of another cluster) could lead to

otally different density results, and the computed local density

ay not even be meaningful. Hence the statement in [40] that

The algorithm is sensitive only to the relative magnitude of the

ensities in different points, ... , the results of the analysis are ro-

ust with respect to the choice of d c ” does not apply in this case. 
As mentioned above, the method in [40] requires us input a pa-

ameter called cutoff distance, d c ; with the varying cutoff distance ,

he hierarchical clustering over the dataset can be obtained. Un-

ortunately, for a large range of the d c values, we notice that this

ethod is unable to differentiate the spiral branches and sepa-

ate them elegantly into two clusters; instead, it divides the spi-

al structure into several sector regions, and classifies the adja-

ent points on the spiral branches (the points on the same side),

o matter which branch it belongs to, into the same cluster, and

ence does not recognize the spiral structure at all (see the clus-

ering result for d c = 1 ). Also in the case of d c = 2 , the split of

he point cloud at the left-bottom corner of the plot is unreason-

ble either. For the larger d c value d c = 3 , the clustering result is

uite reasonable and the whole dataset is divided into three major
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Table 2 

Energy value obtained after optimization, and runtime for various energy optimization 

algorithms on the clustering problem shown in Fig. 9 . 

ICM LBP Graph-cut Meanfield MIQP 

Energy value −410.7787 −410.6653 −410.7464 −412.3364 −412.6643 

Runtime (s) 0.6118 4.0016 0.0067 0.0600 0.5867 
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clusters, yet the spiral structure and the background scatter points

are not differentiated in this case. From above experiments we see

that among the tested clustering methods, those can recognize the

two spiral branch structures only include our clustering method

and DBSCAN. 

4.1.2. Comparison with Normalized-cut clustering method 

For comparison with Normalized-cut, it is straightforward to

replace our energy based density clustering module with the

Normalized-cut module [22] ; all other components in our frame-

work — the neighborhood system, the local density computed at

each node, and the weight matrix W = { w i j } , remain unchanged.

We perform the Normalized-cut clustering on the point sets shown

in Fig. 3 , but only to divide each point cloud into two clusters

( Fig. 8 ). We can see the clustering results for most point sets are

unreasonable, with points not clustered based on their local densi-

ties but split in the middle. 

4.1.3. Comparison of specific energy optimization algorithms within 

our scheme 

There are many graphical model energy optimization algo-

rithms, such as ICM (Iterative Conditional Mode) [11] , LBP (Loopy

belief Propagation) [12–14] , Graph-cut [15,16] , Mean field theory

algorithm [17,18] , as well as the integer programming algorithm

(our problem in (2) is also an integer programming problem; we

apply the integer programming toolbox Tomlab [19] (based on

branch-and-cut) and name it “MIQP” (Mixed-Integer Quadratic Pro-

gramming) in our experiment). We compare the performance of

these specific energy optimization algorithms within our clustering

framework, by simply replacing the energy optimization module in

our scheme with various optimization algorithms above. 

In order to show the energy value obtained after clustering con-

veniently, we first restrict the clustering to be one-level, that is, we

bi-partition the original point set without further iterations. The

experimental results are shown in Fig. 9 and Table 2 . In addition,

as a qualitative comparison, we also conduct a complete iterative

clustering as that is done in Section 4.1.1 on the composite point

set of Fig. 4 , with various energy optimization algorithms (ICM,

LBP, Meanfield and MIQP). 

In Fig. 9 and Table 2 , the clustering result of every optimiza-

tion algorithm is somewhat different. While it is clear that the

MIQP method achieves the lowest energy value with the reason-

able clustering result, visually speaking the result obtained by ICM

algorithm looks even better in that it separates the relatively dense

core region and the relatively sparse boundary region of the point

cloud. Again, the Normalized-cut method does not offer meaning-

ful clustering for this point set. 

Finally, we compare the clustering performance of applying

various energy optimization algorithms (ICM, Meanfield, LBP and

MIQP) within our scheme on the composite point set ( Fig. 10 ).

This time we perform a complete iterative clustering as we do in

Section 4.1.1 , with h cr = 1 . 0 . All the four algorithms are able to

segment out the three major clusters — the spiral and the two

dense-core point clouds. However, while ICM, Meanfield and LBP

grouping the background scatter points roughly into the same clus-

ter, MIQP splits them into two parts via the “narrow neck” (yet

it may seem more intuitive to classify all the background scatter
oints in one cluster). At the same time, MIQP’s result on the back-

round scatter points is cleanest — other methods always tend to

ave some outliers in this cluster. Other than MIQP, visually speak-

ng LBP has the best performance in clustering the background

catter points. The runtimes of our method with various energy

ptimization algorithms are: ICM 2.3299s, Meanfield 0.4113s, LBP

8.3982s, MIQP 0.5903s. LBP is much slower than other algorithms

t least in our implementation. 

.2. Experiments on real image task 

.2.1. Image segmentation 

We evaluate our clustering method on the real image task of

mage segmentation, and compare our results with some state-of-

he-art method [39] . We use image superpixels as the basic unit

or clustering. For the feature on each superpixel we use its av-

rage Lab color (the L channel is related with the brightness and

hould be removed); on the other hand, we think using pixel loca-

ion XY as the feature (as in [39] ) is unreasonable because some

egments could have very elongated/irregular shape and farther

part of two points does not mean they are less likely to belong

o the same segment. In addition, our method is totally unsuper-

ised — we do not need to determine the bandwidth r as needed

n [39] (see Eq. (10) in [39] , which would be critical for its perfor-

ance). Our method does not need any user input parameters (say

umber of segments, bandwidth parameter, image size/contrast,

tc.), one just inputs the image and obtains the segmentation. We

how our segmentation result as a graylevel image and also as a

implified image. For the grayscale result, different grayscales de-

ote different segments in the image; same graylevel denotes the

ame kind of segment (may be disconnected). So our output is be-

ond image segmentation, it can be considered as image recogni-

ion (segments with the same graylevel can be considered as the

ame type of object or scene). The simplified image means all the

egments belonging to the same cluster will be assigned with the

ame color — the average color of this cluster. In order to compare

ith [39] , we first test our method on the same images tested in

Fig. 8 of) [39] (images from Berkeley image dataset); the results

re shown in Figs. 11–13 . For the bird image in Fig. 11 , we see our

egmentation result is significantly better than that in [39] . In [39] ,

he sky is split randomly although the colors of the split parts are

he same ( Fig. 11 (d)), while in our result the majority part of sky is

lassified as the same segment ( Fig. 11 (b)(c)), and the outside re-

ion of sky is segmented out where the color difference is notice-

ble. Meanwhile our method keeps the image details much better

see the tree branches, compare Fig. 11 (c)(e)). Shapira [39] tends

o split the large uniform region, it might be an intrinsic problem

f Shapira [39] . Our runtimes are between 1.4 and 1.8s on an old

aptop PC (Intel Core i3). 

We also compare the segmentation performance of our method

ith the method of [40] , with various cutoff distance d c values for

he latter method ( Fig. 12 ). The method in [40] can also give rea-

onable segmentation result in large. Yet it is hard to keep the

etails of the image in segmentation when compared with our

ethod, such as the tree branches at the right-bottom corner of

he image, as well as the details of the bird (say the color varia-

ion of the bird and the claws of the bird). 
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Fig. 15. The hierarchical image segmentation based on our clustering method. The first column is the original image taken from Oxford flower, iCoseg and Berkeley image 

datasets. The following columns are the hierarchical segmentation from fine to coarse. 
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Fig. 16. The correspondence between the hierarchical clustering and the image segmentation. Odd rows: the original images and the hierarchical segmentation from fine to 

coarse. Even rows: the corresponding hierarchical clustering in the color space. 
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We also test our method on some other images in Berkeley

dataset ( Fig. 13 ). Meanwhile, we compare our image segmenta-

tion results with those obtained by the recent state-of-the-art clus-

tering method [40] ( Fig. 13 ). In Fig. 13 , for each image case (the

column with the three same images), the top one is the original

image, the second one is our segmentation result, whereas the

third one is the segmentation result obtained by Rodriguez and

Laio [40] . Before making comparison, we see our segmentation re-

sults are meaningful and reasonable for the given images; espe-

cially, the details of the images can be kept well. In comparison

with the method in [40] , we see the segmentation performances

of the two methods are comparable overall, both segmentations

can reasonably explain the image under the consideration. Yet our

method can keep the image details much better compared with

the method in [40] , which will be illustrated in Fig. 14 . 

In Fig. 14 , we choose several images whose segmentation re-

sults are more different between the two methods, and try various

parameter values, i.e. the cutoff distance d c values, for the cluster-

ing method in [40] . We see that even with various d c values for

clustering, the method in [40] could not capture some image de-

tails in the segmentation. The small patches of distinct colors can-
ot be preserved in their method (for example in Row 1 and Row

 of Fig. 14 , the distinct colors of people’s shirts); as well as the

etails in object shape and boundary (for example in Row 2 and

ow 4 of Fig. 14 , the details of the lady and the surfer); and par-

icularly, the person behind the flag in Row 6 of Fig. 14 . 

.2.2. Hierarchical segmentation 

Since our clustering method can provide a hierarchy of cluster-

ng, by successively merging similar clusters, we can validate this

apability via hierarchical image segmentation. Fig. 15 shows the

esults, where the first column is the original image and the rest

olumns show the hierarchical segmentation from fine to coarse.

e can see the hierarchical segmentation is visually meaningful,

hich further validates the performance of our hierarchical clus-

ering method. In Fig. 16 , we further show the correspondence be-

ween the hierarchical clustering (in the color space) and the im-

ge segmentation. 

. Conclusion 

In this work, we propose a clustering method based on

hysics-inspired graphical model energy optimization. The cluster-
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Fig. 17. The simple example showing that the homogeneous criterion is a target- 

related value. 
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ng method is unsupervised with no user input parameter needed.

he energy formulation uses the Ising model as the basis, and

e emphasize the using of the unary/data energy (in addition to

he commonly used binary/pairwise energy) in the energy model,

hich represents the natural tendency of a node belonging to a

ertain cluster. We perform hierarchical clustering, where the value

f a homogeneity criterion defines the hierarchy, with cluster den-

ity being more and more homogeneous lower down in the hier-

rchy. We also establish the connection between our energy opti-

ization based clustering with the graph spectral clustering (such

s Normalized-cut). We carry out experimental evaluations of our

roposed method on both synthetic datasets and real-image tasks,

nd also compare our results with other clustering methods. In ad-

ition, we test the performance of various energy optimization al-

orithms within our clustering framework, such as ICM, LBP, Mean

eld theory algorithm, Graph-cut and the integer programming al-

orithm. 

One of the major advantages of our method is parameter-free.

ince our algorithm detects the local density naturally in the near-

st neighborhood structure of the data set, we do not need to spec-

fy a scale or radius for detecting the local density as needed in

BSCAN; moreover, the local density becomes an attribute at each

ata point, we explore the unary (self) and binary (mutual) con-

ections among those attributes naturally via a global energy op-

imization, hence we no longer need to rely on the local “count

umber” to make hard-thresholding. Also our method can handle

he case well that the local density is evenly distributed within

 point cloud with no obvious density gradient, while it might

e challenging for the mode-seeking method such as mean-shift

hich requires the density gradient. Finally in our method more

patial information is explored via connected component analysis.

he entire process requires no user parameter input. The only vary-

ng parameter, homogeneous criterion, is not a tuning-parameter,

ut a target-related value; various values may lead to reasonable

lustering best suited for different purposes. A sim ple exam ple is

hown in Fig. 17 , where we see that each point cloud pattern has

 dense core and a sparse halo region. We may wish to cluster

he data points into three point cloud patterns, including both the

ense core and sparse halo region around it; or we may want to

eparate the core and halo regions apart, since the halo region may

e the noise that we want to remove (in that case we have six

lusters). The best clustering depends on the target we aim for, and

he density fluctuation we can accept for our purpose. Both may be

eaningful for certain problem. The algorithm can also provide a

ierarchy of clustering according to different homogeneous crite-

ion value, each may best suit a particular purpose. In practice we
otice a default value (e.g. 0.7) of the criterion can give reasonable

lustering in most cases. 

Our method relies on the density property of each data point,

herefore it is quite sensitive to density variations of the data

pace and sometimes it tends to split the same data point cloud

nto multiple regions. Of course it can be eliminated by adjust-

ng the homogeneity criterion, i.e. allowing more density fluctua-

ion within one cluster; but still sometimes the same homogeneity

riterion level does not lead to the perfect clustering everywhere

ithin the data space (e.g. in order to differentiate two clusters

imilar in density, you may over-split another cluster). In the fu-

ure we may even consider an adaptive homogeneity criterion at

arious regions in data space. 

Another future direction we would like to explore is the bal-

nce between the local density and spatial adjacency information

n clustering. The early clustering methods rely heavily on the spa-

ial adjacency among the data points, therefore they tend to create

sotropic clusters and have difficulties in discovering the clusters

f irregular shape. Modern methods tend to rely more on the local

ensity property of the data points, therefore the clusters can be

f any shape; yet the spatial information still needs to play an im-

ortant role in clustering, such as in terms of the connected com-

onent analysis. Whether there are other ways to take the spatial

nformation into account for clustering, or another scheme to com-

ine the density information and spatial information elegantly to-

ether in clustering, is something we could explore in the future. 
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